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RB221PA 
24” Fully Automatic Runflat Tyre Changer  

 

This Fully Automatic tyre changing machine is capable of changing up to 24″ wheels. It is perfectly suitable for passenger and 
light commercial wheels. It is also capable of changing motorcycle tyres with additional adaptors. The RB221PA comes with a 
pneumatically controlled rear tilting column (saving you set up time), Assist arm enabling you to easily change run flat and low-
profile tyres and a Single Phase operating of a standard 13 amp 3 pin plug. 

 

 

Motor Power 0.75kw 

Power Supply 220V  

Max. Wheel Diameter 41" (1041mm)  

Max. Wheel Width 14" (355mm)  

Outside Clamping 10" - 21"  

Inside Clamping 12" - 24"  

Air Supply 8bar - 10bar  

Noise Level <70dB 

The RB223PA is a special order machine – the first, and only Redback tyre 
changer to feature a leverless demount head.
The RB223PA is the only Redback tyre changer to feature a leverless demount head. It comes with a powerful 
pneumatic bead breaker, pneumatically controlled rear tilting column (saving set up time), a motorised turntable 
with pneumatically operated clamping jaws and a 3-way assist arm. All this makes changing run flat and low-
profile tyres simple.

Included with the RB223PA Tyre Changer:
n Operation manual
n 3 way assist arm
n Pre-filter and oil lubricator
n 18″ tyre lever
n Alloy wheel protection kit including
	 - Plastic protectors for metal leverless head
	 - Complete hardened plastic mounting head
	 - Set of 4 clamping jaw covers
	 - Plastic bead breaker cover

GARAGE EQUIPMENT
Redback

Power supply Single phase 

220V, 13 Amp

Max wheel diameter 45” (1143mm)

Max wheel width 16” (406mm)

External clamping 12”–23”

Internal clamping 14”–26”

Air supply 8–10 bar

Bead breaker force 2,500 kg

Motor power 0.75kW

Max rotating torque 

(turntable)

1078 Nm


